
 

 

3M™ Masking Tapes 
 
Combining 3M’s™ world-leading technologies and 
commitment to quality with AG’s service-driven  
approach to precise, customised components, AG’s 
range of 3M™ Masking Tapes has a product to suit 
any masking or bonding application. 
 
This page showcases some of our most popular styles 
and grades of masking tape, with tapes designed for 
general masking and bonding applications (2212 and 
2308) through to the more specialised Scotch™ 233+ 
premium grade masking tape which offers industry 
leading resistance to sunlight coupled with excellent 
conformability and clean removal. The range is  
rounded out by 8901 composite bonding tape which 
can handle a variety of bonding applications in high 
temperature environments. 

All tapes featured on this page are readily available 
from AG in a variety of standard widths. In addition to 
this, we’re also happy to offer custom slit rolls in 
whatever width best suits your application so that 
wastage and application time are minimized.  
 
The tapes featured here are complemented by a  
number of other styles and grades (such as polyimide 
based high-temperature resistant grade) of masking 
tapes to form our comprehensive range. For more  
information on these, or any other masking tapes in 
AG’s comprehensive range, please do not hesitate to 
contact your local AG branch. 

Associated Gaskets 

3M™ 2214 Paper Tape 
2214 is a general purpose paper masking 
tape used for holding, bundling, sealing and 
non-critical masking applications.  
Manufactured by 3M™, 2214 consists of a 
crepe paper backing and a rubber based  
adhesive. 2214 offers good adhesion to steel 
and low-stretch characteristics, coupled with 
quick adhesion, high conformability and sliver  
resistance. It is hand tearable and available from AG in 
standard rolls of 54.8mtrs. 

3M™ 2308 Performance Tape 
Manufactured from crepe paper with a  
rubber based, pressure-sensitive   
adhesive, 2308 is a quality masking tape 
which offers quick adhesion, good holding 
power and paint hold-out that resists 
bleed-through. The crepe paper backing in 
2308 is highly conformable and maintains integrity when 
formed around a corner whilst the tape dispenses evenly 
with a controlled unwind. 2308 offers high adhesion to 
steel, is used in short-term temperatures up to 121ºC 
and is on 55mtr rolls (as standard). 

3M™ Scotch™ 233+ Premium Tape 
233+ is a high performance masking tape 
which offers excellent sunlight  
resistance, adhesion, conformability and 
transfer resistance. This easy to identify 
green tape has a smooth surface finish 
and resists lifting/curling whilst simultaneously  
providing good holding power and clean removal.  
Manufactured using a proprietary adhesive, 233+  
masking tape is often chosen for jobs requiring a high 
degree of precision, good adhesion and solvent 
resistance. It is available in 55mtr rolls (as standard). 

3M™ 8901 High-Temp Tape 
8901 is a high temperature composite 
bonding tape with a polyester backing and 
a silicone adhesive. This premium tape is 
blue in colour and offers long lasting  
performance in temperatures up to 204ºC. 
It is commonly used in composite and metal bonding,  
holding parts or vacuum bags during bonding and for 
masking parts for powder coat painting. It is designed to 
provide clean removal during masking that involves  
high temperature or pressure. 
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